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PRINCIPAL’S ADDRESS to PARENT ASSOCIATION 2021 

Firstly, I would like to thank the entire parent body in the school. We are very lucky to have such 

positive home school relations here in BSRAC. The past few months have been difficult in BSRAC and 

your support and cooperation have ensured, by us all working together we have got through it. To 

those parents who embraced all our new Covid procedures without complaint, those who have 

endured online learning / Seesaw, those who give feedback in a supportive and constructive 

manner, those have simply sent in a thank you message – your cooperation is greatly appreciated 

and that is what a parent association is about. The key to the success in delivering a safe and positive 

educational opportunity for the pupils in our school is the close supportive, working relationship 

between home/ school.  

I would also like to thank the wider community; Cobh Tidy towns, Heritage Centre, Sirius Arts Centre, 

Cobh GAA and many others for supporting the school over the past year. Again the partnership we 

have with these clubs is as a result of parents reaching out between club / school and linking us. This 

is of huge benefit to the children.  

In this regard I would like to thank the outgoing Parent Council for the time, commitment they have 

given on the Parent Council committee on your behalf.  They put themselves forward to represent 

all parents and they did a fantastic job in difficult times. They had huge success in reaching out to 

the wider community. The committee have been a huge support to the school. On behalf of the staff 

and BOM I would like to thank them. 

I look forward to working with the Parent Association Committee and continuing the good working 

relationship we have.  Like every year, the committee will have a vital role in keeping parents 

informed on the different projects happening in the school and coming up with new ideas and 

suggestions of how parents can help and support the school.   

This year we will have a Parent representative at every class level so it will make it easier to reach 

out to parents - especially since Covid has restricted us from getting together to know our new 

parents as much as we would have liked. In an open, collaborative and regular system of 

communication between the committee and the school we can achieve the objectives as set out in 

our School Improvement Plan 21/22 which I have attached for parental input and support.  

Our focus and priority here – parents and school – is always the children and improving the 

education experience. It’s a pleasure to work in partnership with all parents for the benefit of the 

children. I’m looking forward to meeting the new committee and looking forward to continuing to 

work collaboratively with the entire parent body as we journey on together.  

S. Flannery 
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